Advanced digital technology is rapidly changing the world, as well as transforming the dental profession. e adoption of digital technologies in dentistry allied with efficient processes, and accurate high-strength materials are replacing outdated techniques to improve overall patients' experiences and outcomes. A variety of digital devices such as laser scanners, holography, intraoral and face scanners, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), software for computer-assisted design/computer-assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM), and 3D printing provide new potential alternatives to replace the manual tasks and improve the quality of care and patient experiences. is technology has several advantages, including accurate measurements, storage, and time-saving as well as online consultation and presentation, providing information exchange with different centers for planning and appraising medical procedures and treatments. Even teaching and research tools greatly benefited from these innovations, with software for teaching dentistry (such as 3D software for learning anatomy or 3D simulation programs for surgical procedures), digital archiving of patient records and convenient/rapid sharing of them over the Internet, digital bibliographic assistance in dental research, or other utilities.
is special issue is a representative sampling of this literature on the use of digital technologies in dentistry. With the generous support of the respective editors, these papers cover an intentionally broad range of topics that include investigations of intraoral scanning accuracy, CBCT technology, 3D accuracy of digital impressions, 3D finite element models, and applications to orthodontics. Out of 25 manuscripts received in this issue, six were published: both technical aspects dealing with digital impressions (" reeDimensional Accuracy of Digital Impression versus Con- In synthesis, this special issue wants to give some examples of the current solutions that technology offers to dental practitioners and provide the bases for future investigations bringing essential ingredients for patient care, dental research, education, and daily practice.
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